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Abstract 
The need for psychotherapy is very high and the lack of care causes a lot of 
suffering and high costs. This paper presents an interdisciplinary approach to 
creating an AI-guided exposure therapy for fear of heights in virtual reality 
(VR). First, ethical principles for the use of conversational AI in psychothe-
rapy were translated into technical requirements and made measurable. Based 
on this, an autonomous virtual reality exposure therapy was iteratively de-
veloped with a therapist. The feasibility and implementation of the ethical 
principles were tested with a patient. The patient was very satisfied with the 
VR setup. The AI therapist was also rated positively, although there is still 
room for improvement regarding conversational skills. Overall, the paper 
shows how AI can contribute responsibly to improving the psycho-therapeutic 
supply. It also provides guidelines that make ethical principles tangible and 
measurable for developers. 
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1. Introduction 

With a 12-month prevalence of 14%, anxiety disorders are the mental illnesses 
with the highest prevalence in Europe [1]. Psychotherapy, especially exposure 
therapy, is considered an effective form of treatment alongside medication [2]. 
In contrast to the high demand for therapy places, there are also bottlenecks in 
the supply in Germany leading to an average waiting time of around five months 
to start therapy [3]. These waiting times are not only stressful for patients, but 
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also generate enormous economic costs. In the EU alone, costs of 70 billion eu-
ros are incurred annually [4] [5]. While politics is helping to improve the situa-
tion, more and more technical and digital innovations are available to support 
the supply. Above all, Virtual Reality (VR) offers a controllable, safe and effec-
tive environment for exposure therapy [2]. Numerous studies prove its effec-
tiveness and show cost savings (see [6]). This relieves the therapists, for whom 
exposure therapy, which often has to be carried out outside the medical office, is 
very time-consuming [7]. Beyond that, exposure therapies in VR receive a high 
level of acceptance among patients [2]. While the transfer of exposure therapy to 
VR leads to considerable time savings and thus helps to relieve the system, the-
rapeutic supervision is still essential for its implementation. The therapist must 
conduct the pre- and post-talk, as well as guide the exposure and react to the pa-
tient and adapt the exposure accordingly. This does not yet eliminate the bottle-
neck and the potential of technology-supported therapy has not yet been fully 
exploited. VR alone cannot offer fully automated therapy components to relieve 
the shortage of therapists. 

The recent rapid progress in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in general 
and conversational AI in particular paves the way for increasing automation of 
exposure therapy components. With these systems being able to process large 
contexts of user data (e.g., GPT 41) and to follow specific instructions on how to 
react to different user inputs, they might have the potential to guide patients 
through an exposure exercise in the form of embodied AI. 

Before, at least partly, delegating the sensitive task of conducting therapy ses-
sions with anxiety patients to a conversational AI, many ethical aspects and the-
rapeutic standards have to be considered [8]. Additionally, these ethical aspects 
and therapeutic standards have to be translated to technical requirements and 
prompting instructions, to create guidelines that can be adhered to for develop-
ing safe and ethically acceptable AI in therapy settings. 

Contribution: This paper first provides an overview of relevant work in the 
field of Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy (VRET) and presents existing AI-based 
approaches in therapy-related settings. In addition, it presents current ethical 
positions on the use of autonomous embodied AI in therapy contexts and de-
rives technical requirements from them. Therapeutic standards have been in-
corporated into prompting instructions. Finally, the implementation and subse-
quent preliminary evaluation of a prototype realizing VRET with an AI-controlled 
agent as a virtual therapist is presented. This prototype was implemented itera-
tively with a therapist to test the general practicability of such a system, adhering 
to the previously defined guidelines, and extending the theoretically derived re-
quirements based on experiences from a practical evaluation with a patient. 

2. Related Work 

According to the German chamber of psychotherapists, every third person suf-

 

 

1https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-4-and-gpt-4-turbo.  
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fers from a psychological disorder throughout their life, regardless of age, gender 
or cultural background [9]. In addition to the suffering of those affected, over 70 
billion euros in costs are incurred annually across the EU due to lost working 
hours and treatment costs, which also makes mental illness an economic burden. 
In Germany alone, the sick days taken due to mental illness increased by 404% 
for women and 377% for men from 1997 to 2022 [10]. Anxiety disorders have 
been identified as one of the most common mental disorders, affecting roughly 
four percent of the global population and around 25% of the population in Ger-
many at least once in their lifetime [11] [12] [13]. Whilst fear and anxiety are 
normal and valuable reactions as they can keep us from dangerous or hurtful 
situations, they turn into a disorder once they affect people’s everyday life and 
prevent them from going about everyday activities, e.g., going grocery shopping, 
driving, or going to work. Anxiety disorders often lead to an avoidance of those 
scenarios, which is often accompanied with enormous suffering and restrictions 
[14]. 

Psychotherapy has been shown to be a strongly effective treatment approach 
for psychological disorders in general and anxiety disorders more specifically 
[15]. Within psychotherapy, a special form of cognitive behavior therapy, expo-
sure therapy, has proven to be highly effective in treating anxiety disorders. It 
desensitizes patients by exposing them to the stimulus they are actively avoiding 
in a safe environment. During the exposition, patients learn that the expected 
amount of fear is higher than the actual fear they experience when being exposed 
to the respective stimulus. By learning that the stimulus (e.g., standing on a high 
bridge) doesn’t lead to the result that is congruent with their expectations (e.g., 
falling from that bridge), their fear of this stimulus decreases [2] [16]. The ex-
posure is embedded in exercises on perception, control and contextualization of 
anxiety. Exposure therapy is used as a focal practice within the treatment for 
mental disorders and has shown significant effects on affected patients [17]. 

While psychotherapy has shown to be a very effective way of treating mental 
disorders, the availability of therapy places is not in line with the demand. In 
Germany, patients wait an average of approximately 5 months for the com-
mencement of psychotherapy after its necessity has been determined [3]. With 
the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic the discrepancy between the demand 
of people seeking therapy and the shortage of therapists and treatment spots 
available has only grown [4] [5]. In an attempt to account for this lack of treat-
ment opportunities, different strategies have been applied, from optimizing the 
system from a political perspective [18], to reforming the education to become a 
therapist to get more attractive2. In parallel to these efforts, new technology is 
increasingly deployed in therapeutic contexts. 

Especially the medium VR in therapy contexts has been widely researched in 
the past decades [19] [20]. Although in vivo exposure therapy (i.e. experiencing 
the trigger of fear in real life) has proven more effective than imagined exposure, 

 

 

2https://www.bundesgesundheitsministerium.de/psychotherapeutenausbildung.  
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various scenarios, e.g., flying, getting shot in the line of duty or being at a specif-
ic height, are difficult to recreate during a therapy session. Whilst most patients 
might benefit from being exposed to a stimuli that triggers their anxiety, the rea-
listic recreation of some scenarios is either too time consuming, too expensive, 
or too dangerous. The term VRET describes the immersion of users in a VR set-
ting, together with the controlled exposure to a stimulus previously avoided due 
to a prevailing psychological disorder, comparable to an exposure to a realistic 
stimulus [21]. VRET provides an affordable therapy tool to support psychothe-
rapists within their treatments, specifically for exposure therapy [6] [22] [23]. 
VRET is highly accepted and sometimes even preferred by patients [24], while 
leading to similar results [6] [22] [23], compared to the rather costly in vivo 
therapy. 

2.1. Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy for Anxiety Disorders  

Various studies approached the development of virtual reality systems that are 
applicable within the psychological treatment of anxiety disorders. 

In an attempt to validate the use of VR as a treatment method of anxiety dis-
orders, various meta-reviews were conducted and addressed the effectiveness of 
VRET [6] [23] [25]. In 2008, Parsons and Rizzo examined 21 studies, with a total 
of 300 participants reporting anxiety levels pre and post-VRET measures [6]. 
They were able to show an overall large effect size over all studies (average ran-
dom effect size for anxiety in total = 0.95) with lower anxiety values post-VRET, 
suggesting the significant effectiveness of VRET for anxiety disorders. 

Powers and Emmelkamp also published a meta-review in the same year, in-
cluding 13 studies with a total of 397 participants, which included the compari-
son of virtual reality exposure therapy with no treatment (i.e., patients on the 
waiting list) and in vivo therapy (i.e. non-technology-mediated exposure thera-
py) [25]. They were able to show a large effect size (d = 1.11) for VRET in vari-
ous domains (e.g., acrophobia, anxiety disorders) compared to no treatment and 
furthermore, even recognized a small effect (d = 0.35) of VR being more effec-
tive compared to non-technology-mediated therapy. In 2015, Morina et al. con-
ducted a meta-review specifically focused on whether effects of VRET are gene-
ralizable to real-life. Their qualitative synthesis included 14 studies, which showed 
improvement of behaviour after VRET treatment compared to control groups 
undergoing no treatments [23]. Comparing treatments in VR to non-technology- 
mediated behavioral therapy, indicated no significant differences, revealing 
VRET to be an effective alternative to classic behavioral therapy. 

The positive results of the meta analysis can also be seen in numerous indi-
vidual studies [26] [27] [28]. In summary, it can be said that VRET is already an 
effective alternative to exposure in vivo for the treatment of anxiety disorders. 

Nevertheless, VRET alone cannot eliminate the bottleneck of psychotherapy 
supply as a therapist is continuously involved. Each individual exercise is ac-
companied by a therapist limiting the potential of technology-supported thera-
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py. Therefore, this paper looks at the additional potential of AI and shows in the 
following how subcomponents of the exposure therapy can be automated with 
an AI assistant and which technical requirements can be derived from ethical 
guidelines. 

2.2. AI in Psychotherapy 

The implementation of AI in psychotherapy can in principle be realized in two 
ways. It can be utilized in “in the loop” therapy, where the AI can trigger inter-
ventions defined, modified, or canceled by the therapist, or in “out-of-the-loop” 
therapy, without the involvement of human therapists in the interaction with the 
patient [29]. While the first approach uses AI more as a tool to improve psycho-
therapy, the second approach defines the role of AI as an independent agent 
[30]. With the rapid development of conversational AI in recent years [31], 
out-of-the-loop therapy has gone from a theoretical concept whose ethical im-
plications have been discussed in various publications (e.g., [8] [32] [33]) to a 
topic that is actually technically feasible. 

Utilizing the progress made in conversational AI, the first AI-based chatbots 
were implemented to support users’ mental health [34] [35]. In 2018, the Lifeline 
project launched an AI-based chatbot for people struggling with suicide or self 
harm3. Targeting depression and anxiety, Woebot Health4 offers a chatbot im-
plementing practices of cognitive behavioral therapy to support people expe-
riencing these symptoms. Fitzpatrick et al. conducted a randomized controlled 
trial comparing the effect of a two-week usage of the Woebot to that of reading a 
book about depression on students’ symptoms of depression. The results show 
that the group using the chatbot showed a significant decrease of depression 
symptoms after the study, compared to the “information-only” group [35]. The 
chatbot Wysa5 provides different chatbot solutions for both, adults and adoles-
cents, to help them deal with topics such as anxiety, depression, or chronic pain. 
Evaluating the user feedback of people that have used the Wysa chatbot, Malik et 
al. found a high acceptance rate of the users, who especially valued its non- 
judgmentality and ease of conversation [36]. When assessing the therapeutic al-
liance of N = 1205 users, Beatty et al. found an increase of such during the usage 
of the chatbot, comparable with results of research on therapeutic alliance re-
ported in the field of human-controlled psychotherapy [37]. 

While the use of AI in chatbots that target the improvement of the users’ 
mental health is showing increasing popularity, the use of embodied AI to take 
on the role of a virtual therapist in VRET has not yet been investigated. The 
closest attempt to this was implemented by Freeman et al. in 2018. The authors 
investigated if an automated VRET controlled by a virtual avatar can reduce pa-
tients’ fear of height [38]. While they report a positive effect of the intervention 

 

 

3https://blog.twitter.com/en_au/topics/company/2018/Lifeline-launches-Twitter-DM-chatbot-to-hel
p-BeALifeline.  
4https://woebothealth.com/.  
5https://www.wysa.com/.  
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on the users’ fear of height, they used a pre-programmed scenario for the thera-
py session, rather than a dynamic one. Relying on pre-captured motion and speech 
of an actor that was applied to the virtual therapist afterwards, the users had very 
little possibility to influence the automated VRET. However, according to pre-
vious research, the individual relationship between therapist and patient is cru-
cial for the outcome of psychotherapy [39], suggesting that scripted behaviour of 
the virtual avatar might have negative effects on the effect of the automated 
VRET. 

With the current capabilities of conversational AI it could be possible to re-
place the generic virtual avatar by a fully autonomous virtual agent that, based 
on large language models, can interact with the patient in real time, establishing 
an emotional connection similar to the one observable between human therap-
ists and their patients. Based on this highly flexible setting, the AI-therapist 
could also detect possible risks during the intervention and act accordingly to 
prevent harm. 

Ultimately, the integration of AI into psycho-therapeutic services holds the 
potential to address service gaps, offering patients a low-threshold, consistently 
available access to psychotherapy [8] [32] [40]. This approach could reach indi-
viduals who might otherwise be unable to access therapy due to factors such as 
immobility or a low density of therapists [41]. It also includes individuals who 
reject psychotherapy due to fear of stigma or shame, as people tend to feel less 
shame towards non-anthropomorphic robots, leading to greater openness and a 
higher likelihood of utilizing their services [42] [43] [44] [45]. 

Besides the enormous possibilities, there are also considerable risks. Both are 
currently the subject of much discussion in various fields of application of ge-
nerative AI, including psychotherapy [8] [40]. Numerous ethical principles are 
discussed here, such as beneficence, non-harm, or justice. However, it is difficult 
for developers to relate these ethical discussions to their specific implementation 
and use case and to understand exactly how they have to implement them tech-
nically. Thus, there is a lack of a translation of the ethical considerations into 
concrete technical requirements that enable safe and responsible development. 
To bridge this gap, we proceed to analyze ethical considerations to translate the 
associated risk-benefit assessment into manageable technical requirements 
guiding specific implementations and use cases. 

3. Translation of Ethical into Technical Requirements 

The application of AI in psychotherapy gives rise to crucial requirements for the 
respective systems and quality assurance. From the perspective of the German 
Ethics Council [40], it is generally imperative, when employing AI in the medical 
sector, to closely collaborate with medical professional societies and regulatory 
authorities throughout the system’s development to deployment stages. This col-
laboration aims to identify and proactively address errors, minimizing or avoid-
ing them altogether. Simultaneously, the system should undergo rigorous evalu-
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ation through appropriate testing, certification, and auditing measures, ensuring 
the fulfillment of minimum standards concerning autonomy, control, fairness, 
transparency, reliability, security, and data protection. Other experts in the field 
of psychotherapy, designate similarly the medical and socially ethical principles 
of respect for self-determination, beneficence, non-harm, justice, and epistemic 
(in)justice [8] [33] [46]. We have examined the overlaps between these prin-
ciples and summarized them in five main categories: beneficence, risk avoidance, 
autonomy, fairness, and involvement. The principles are outlined below includ-
ing corresponding potentials and risk and followed by the derivation of specific 
requirements for technical implementation (Figure 1). Please note that specific 
therapeutic standards have been described and incorporated below in the im-
plementation of the promptings. 

3.1. Beneficence  

Essentially, the beneficience of an AI system is determined by its ability to exude 
trust worthiness and to be unbiased and impartial.  

Trust and alliance: A central advantage, as well as a challenge, in employing 
AI in therapy is that psychotherapist supervision is not required for the treatment 
unit. Besides the treatment itself, the effectiveness of psychotherapy relies on 
 

 
Figure 1. Overview of ethical principles, corresponding potentials, risks, and the derived requirements for system development. 
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the alliance between the patient and the therapist [39]. The strength of the al-
liance between therapist and patient positively correlates with therapy outcomes 
[47]. Trust, empathy, and appreciation are facilitating factors in alliance forma-
tion [47]. The inclusion of empathetic and prosocial behavior in a human- 
computer relationship can foster an alliance between humans and computers, 
suggesting that such alliances are not limited to interpersonal relationships [48]. 
Numerous studies confirm that people can form social relationships with tech-
nical and artificial entities, triggering similar social psychological mechanisms as 
in human-human interaction [49] [50]. 

To establish an emotional connection, build trust, and avoid negative feelings 
toward the AI, an emphasis should be placed on the embodiment of the AI and 
the personality it portrays. Female appearance of e.g., virtual medical agents has 
shown to be high in acceptance and trust evoking within participants [51]. 
When implementing speech of the embodied AI, previous research has sug-
gested the impact of interaction effects on gender, showing more positive effects 
for trust if the gendered voice of the virtual agent was congruent with the par-
ticipant’s gender [52] [53]. Additionally, naturalness of speech of an IVA has 
shown to have significant effects on warmth [54]. Further, non-verbal behavior, 
such as gestures and facial expressions of the embodied AI can contribute to the 
embodied AI’s perceived trustworthiness, as e.g., embodied virtual agents were 
perceived as more trustworthy when they were smiling [55]. Similar to hu-
man-human-interaction, the use of in group cues and perceived similarity with 
an IVA can elicit higher empathy towards embodied AI and therefore possibly 
improve interpersonal connection with the AI [56]. 

In summary, it can be seen that the alliance formation can be influenced by 
the language, appearance and behavior of the AI assistant, very similar to the 
human-human alliance. 

Impartiality: Another important aspect of the principle of beneficence is the 
question of how strongly the algorithm is biased and discriminates against cer-
tain users. While AI is perceived as less stigmatizing, this quality is rooted in the 
data used for training. Thus, already in the development phase, particular atten-
tion must be given to the data used for feeding the algorithm [40]. Especially in 
the psycho-therapeutic context, developers must be aware of implicit “human 
biases” and “epistemic injustice” and control for them [8]. 

Weighing up potentials and risks: The implementation of beneficence is 
crucial to ensure a successful therapy by establishing a base of trust and under-
standing and forming an alliance between the patient and therapist. It can also 
reduce the risk of stereotypical treatments. If the ethical principle is not adhered 
to, this can have a negative impact on the outcome of therapy and lead to pa-
tients feeling misunderstood, unaccepted or discriminated. 

Technical Requirements:  
• Trust building: While it is important for the AI to act professionally, 

there also need to be preceding mechanisms in place that allow for the 
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patient to form a relationship with the AI. The AI’s appearance, verbal 
and non-verbal behavior should also promote the formation of trust.  

• Bias detection: To ensure the use of unbiased data, methods such as 
“Bias Detectives” should be used to review the training data [8]. Addi-
tionally, the model should be specifically instructed to avoid biased be-
havior based on characteristics such as culture or gender.  

3.2. Risk Avoidance 

Psychotherapists bear the responsibility of not only addressing mental health 
concerns but also diligently recognizing and mitigating potential risks that may 
arise during the therapeutic process. They have the ethical responsibility to rec-
ognize and prevent risks for the patient and involved parties (self-endangerment 
and endangerment of others). Therefore, detecting suicidality, recognizing con-
traindications, managing symptom deterioration, or addressing the absence of 
necessary patient skills for therapy (e.g., self-reflection, frustration tolerance) are 
challenges that must be considered in development [8]. The detection of poten-
tial risks could be enhanced by sensors. When recognizing risks, an appropriate 
response from the AI must take place, potentially involving a warning function 
[40] or the implementation of warning stages and stop signals to allow the pos-
sibility to stop the treatment safely if necessary. Existing mobile health apps do 
not adequately cover this functionality at this stage [57]. Furthermore, depend-
ing on the intended level of therapist involvement, the capability to seamlessly 
incorporate therapists and transition between the AI and the patient’s initial 
therapist within the treatment should be considered. The handover of the patient 
and the provision of data for the human therapist must be appropriately de-
signed to ensure a coherent and efficient process. 

Weighing up potentials and risks: the implementation of risk avoidance can 
help prevent harm to patients and involved parties and enable therapies to be 
controlled and adjusted early to meet patient needs. Disregarding ethical re-
quirements can result in risks going unnoticed and therefore might lead to acci-
dents, inadequate treatments or a standardization of individual problems. 

Technical Requirements:  
• Risk detection: The system should include double-secured mechanisms to 

detect potential suicidality, contraindications, symptom deterioration, or other 
symptoms that result in the need of a human professional interfering. De-
pending on the severeness of the symptoms, the system should provide direct 
help for the patient (therapist-out-the-loop) or be able to automatically con-
tact persons close to the patient or healthcare professionals and transfer the 
necessary data to the treating human therapists (therapist-in-the-loop).  

3.3. Autonomy  

In the field of psychotherapy, dealing with highly sensitive and private data ne-
cessitates ensuring data security and protection. To guarantee this, patients must 
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be informed about who can access their data and under which circumstances 
[40]. Data collection, such as voice recordings during the use of the application 
need to be agreed upon and clearly marked. Additionally, it should be transpa-
rent under which conditions users themselves have access to their data [40]. The 
consent for data usage must be modular to ensure autonomy over one’s data 
[40]. The capacity for consent, especially in cases of severe psychotic disorders or 
dementia, must be considered [8]. Furthermore, privacy protection against data 
hacking must be ensured [40]. 

Weighing up potentials and risks: The collection and disclosure of data al-
lows efficient data exchange between different medical stations and can improve 
the quality of treatment. However, this also causes patients and their personal 
data to be rather transparent and oftentimes, involuntary data disclosure might 
occur. By ensuring that users maintain their autonomy while using the system, 
and prioritizing data safety, possible risks can be minimized. 

Technical Requirements:  
• Data management: For the purpose of autonomy and data protection, a data 

management and protection system must be developed. The system should 
also incorporate a transparent, gradual consent mechanism for data usage 
that, if necessary, leads to a modification of system functionalities.  

3.4. Fairness  

This principle aims to ensure that people with different previous experience and 
knowledge can participate in the therapy and are not excluded due to, for exam-
ple, their low technical affinity. In addition, the principle of fairness should also 
apply to the human therapists. 

Understandable information: Throughout the entire therapeutic process, it 
is crucial to provide clear information to users, ensuring that patients are 
well-informed about the functioning of the AI system and the expected out-
comes [40]. Users should comprehend information regarding the nature, bene-
fits, and risks of therapy, including the treatment plan and potential alternatives 
[8]. Additionally, it is imperative to communicate to users that the application 
operates autonomously and specify instances when medical personnel are in-
volved in the therapy [8]. Simultaneously, a significant emphasis must be placed 
on addressing individuals’ questions and alleviating concerns to foster under-
standing and trust in the AI system [40]. It is crucial to avoid leaving users feel-
ing dismissed by ensuring clear communication about the functionality and ob-
jectives of the entire AI-assisted therapy [40]. Effective communication is partic-
ularly essential for individuals with a skeptical attitude towards innovations, 
where introducing them to the new technology may pose challenges [8]. 

Explainability: A special feature of generative AI systems is that even those 
who develop these instruments are no longer able to reconstruct how certain re-
sults have been achieved, as the inputs are processed using highly non-linear and 
distributed processes (black box problem) [58]. Such opacity can also have its 
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origin in the fact that certain algorithms are protected by copyright. While it 
may be useful or even necessary in some areas to strive for the highest possible 
degree of explainability it should be sufficient in other cases to ensure that the 
people who use these systems always subject their results to their own plausibili-
ty check in order to avoid the risk of unjustified blind faith [40]. 

Easy to use: Strongly intertwined with the requirements for the clarity and 
comprehensibility of the algorithm is the intelligibility of the application itself. 
Insufficient technological proficiency or the lack of access to technical resources 
can serve as barriers for individuals, promoting inequality in accessing the ser-
vice [8]. 

Weighing up potentials and risks: the implementation of fairness can lead to 
an improvement of acceptance and understanding. An appropriate use can also 
be encouraged. In contrast, if the ethical principle is disregarded, there is a risk 
of digital divide, and a refusal or improper use of the treatment. 

Technical Requirements:  
• Explainable AI: Experts should apply explainable AI methods during the 

development and training of the AI assistant. If existing models are used, it 
should be ensured that the output is verifiable in that rules of conduct deter-
mine the output regarding dos and dont’s of the application context.  

• Transparency: Similar to the comprehensibility for the developers, the users 
(therapists and patients) should also roughly understand how the system 
works, regardless of their technical affinity. This transparency should be pre-
sented before use in the form of explanations or during use in the form of 
non-distracting additional information (e.g., trust cues).  

• Usability: To counteract emerging inequalities due to a lack of technology 
affinity, applications should be designed in a simple and understandable 
manner. Additionally, modules for familiarization with the control and oper-
ation with the AI-based component should be employed. This applies equally 
to the developments that are for the therapist and the patient application.  

3.5. Involvement  

Involvement of users: In the context of employing AI in psychotherapy, there is 
further discussion regarding whether the development could lead to a reduction 
in therapeutic personnel or a loss of prestige for psychotherapy, seemingly—rather 
easily—replaced by technology [40]. Ultimately, it is necessary to clearly identify 
the areas in which AI can have a supportive function in psychotherapy. The uti-
lization of AI does not render human practitioners obsolete; instead, it provides 
them with a tool and the opportunity to allocate their temporal and emotional 
resources more strategically [8] [32]. It is therefore ethically obligatory to in-
volve human experts in the development. Furthermore, patients should also be 
involved during development. In addition, therapeutic standards should be con-
sidered in the design of the system and evidence for the functionality of the sys-
tem should be collected iteratively. Usage training: On the other hand, the 
training of therapists in regards to the use of AI in a technological sense as well 
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as its risks and possibilities needs to be widely facilitated. AI-based therapeutic 
interventions could be used to bridge times where the human therapist is un-
available to the patient, continuing the treatment and ensuring a consistently 
available support.  

Weighing up potentials and risks: The involvement of therapists and pa-
tients in the development of AI-controlled VRET is crucial. It can enhance the 
overall acceptance and quality of AI-controlled therapy by relying on evi-
dence-based development. Non-compliance with ethical requirements may result 
in a breach of therapy quality standards. Moreover, the application may prove 
challenging, particularly for novices. 

Technical Requirements:  
• Human-centeredness: Applications of AI-based psychotherapy need to pro-

vide the opportunity for therapists to easily operate the system despite having 
no technical background in computer science. Therefore, it is necessary to 
follow an iterative approach during the development of the system and per-
form repeated evaluations. Additionally, a context analysis and inclusion of 
target groups before and during the development process could improve usa-
bility and user experience. This iterative process should also include training 
in the system.  

In conclusion, the integration of AI into psychotherapy presents innovative 
opportunities for advancing therapeutic practices. Existing offerings, such as 
psycho-therapeutic chatbots, have barely surpassed the prototype stage and rely 
more on decision trees [59]. This underscores the potential for further research 
into possible forms and implementations of AI in psychotherapy, allowing for a 
more concrete exploration of opportunities and risks. 

4. Prototype of an AI-Controlled VRET  

To test for the practicability of a VRET setting that is controlled by an embodied 
AI in form of a virtual therapist, a prototype was developed and preliminary 
evaluated with a professional therapist and an acrophobia patient. . Implementa-
tion of the VR Environment To provide an immersive and realistic scenario that 
is capable of both, simulating a classic therapy room as well as locations that can 
trigger fear of height within acrophobia patients, a virtual environment was im-
plemented using the game engine Unity6 (Version 22.3.19f1). The virtual envi-
ronment resembled a city with multiple skyscrapers and a small park in the 
middle. For the VRET, five locations were designed more precisely to meet the 
requirements of conducting an exposure therapy for patients with acrophobia in 
different levels. The requirements for these locations were developed in close 
with a professional therapist. The first location resembles a therapy room on the 
ground floor with two couches (Figure 2(A)). The second location resembles a 
spot in the park with a direct view of the building the users is later entering 
(Figure 2(B)). Location three and four are inside the building in an office with  

 

 

6https://unity.com/de.  
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Figure 2. The different locations in the virtual environment. (A) shows the virtual therapy room, (B) shows a spot in front of the 
building, (C) shows one of the two offices for low height exposure, (D) shows the virtual rooftop for high exposure. 

 

large windows, differing only in the floors they are in (second and fourth floor, 
Figure 2(C)). The fifth location resembles the highest level of height-exposure in 
form of a roof terrace on the sixth floor (Figure 2(D)). 

To experience the virtual environment in VR, the Meta Quest Pro headset7 
and a capable computer workstation (Intel® CoreTM i9-13900K, 64 GB DDR5 
RAM, Nvidia GeForce RTX 4070 Ti) was used. Movement in the virtual world 
was realized via real-world movement and using the joystick of the left control-
ler. The locomotion via the controller was set to a very low speed to avoid cyber-
sickness [60]. 

4.1. Implementation of AI-Therapist Behavior  

An AI-therapist in form of a human-like virtual agent, controlled by GPT4, was 
implemented to conduct the VRET. The AI-therapist was designed to behave in 
an anthropomorphic manner using speech as a means of communication and to 
foster trust and empathy with the patient. 

4.1.1. AI-Therapist Appearance and Non-Verbal Behavior 
The AI-therapist was designed to resemble a middle-aged female character 
wearing long black pants and a yellow sweatshirt using Autodesk Character Ge-
nerator8. Figure 3 shows an image of the AI-assistant in the therapy room dur-

 

 

7https://www.meta.com/de/quest/quest-pro/.  
8https://charactergenerator.autodesk.com/.  
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ing the usage of the prototype by a potential patient. The AI-therapist’s lip-sync 
and facial expressions were realized using the Salsa-Lip-Sync Suite9, while its 
gestures were implemented using animations by Adobe Mixamo10. The gesture 
animations were kept simple using either sitting or standing idle animations. 

4.1.2. Speech Generation and Recognition 
The speech recognition and the generation of synthetic speech were realized us-
ing Microsoft Azure. The speech recognition was implemented to start when the 
patient presses the “A” Button on the right controller of the Oculus Quest Pro 
headset. To inform the patient about their speech being recorded, a red dot ap-
pears next to the AI-assistant. The implementation of the Microsoft Azure API 
in Unity then automatically registers when the participant stops speaking and 
then sends the audio recording to the Azure servers, receiving the transcribed 
audio when the process is finished. 

Vice versa, responses from the OpenAI API in text form are sent to the Azure 
servers to then receive a .wav file containing the synthetic speech recording of 
the text. The speech recording is then played back to simulate the speaking of 
the AI-Agent. 

4.1.3. AI-Based Generation of the Therapist’s Behavior 
To realize the AI-therapist’s conversational behavior, the Assistant API by 
OpenAI with their most recent model GPT-4 was used. The Assistant API allows 
for the model to be prompted to behave in a specific way during the interaction 
with it. Due to the restricted functionality during the implementation of the 
prototype, the API didn’t support streaming of the responses to the client, which 
means having to wait for the whole response to be generated before sending it to 
the text-to-speech system. This led to varying response times during the interac-
tion with the prototype, depending on the length of the response. To indicate the 
processing of the patient’s request after she spoke to the AI-assistant, a white 
loading circle appeared next to the AI-assistant. 

The prompting of the Assistant API was based on the “Therapy Tools” by 
Hagenam and Gebauer and iteratively optimized with close collaboration with 
the therapist to get the system to behave like a trained therapist during a VRET 
[61]. The session targeted acrophobia and is structured to ensure patient safety 
and treatment efficacy. Table 1 gives an overview of the final prompt regarding 
the session structure and Table 2 of the behavioral protocol passed on to the 
model. 

4.2. Adherence to the Technical Requirements  

To the degree possible, the previously defined technical requirements for im-
plementing ethically acceptable AI in the context of psychotherapy were adhered 
to. The following section clarifies, how this was realized for each category. 

 

 

9https://crazyminnowstudio.com/docs/salsa-lip-sync/modules/overview/.  
10https://www.mixamo.com/.  
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Table 1. Session structure of the AI-therapist. 

Stage Description 

Session Introduction 

The AI-therapist introduces itself, sets expectations  
regarding response times, confirms the patient’s comfort  

with the VR environment, discusses potential VR side  
effects, and assures confidentiality. 

Exposition Session 
Overview 

The AI-therapist outlines the structure of the session,  
including a pre-discussion, building observation,  

floor-by-floor exposure, and post-exposure reflection. 

Pre-Exposure  
Discussion 

Involves medical clearance, physical well-being checks  
(sleep, substance consumption, medication intake),  

emotional readiness assessment, relaxation techniques,  
anxiety scale, and a preparatory questionnaire. 

Emotion Check 
Pre-Exposure 

The patient observes the building and expresses feelings  
about the upcoming exposure. 

Exposure Phase 

The session progresses through the building’s floors with  
the AI-therapist guiding and continuously monitoring the  

patient’s emotional state, and adjusting the exposure  
intensity based on the patient’s anxiety levels. 

Post-Exposure  
Discussion 

The AI-therapist engages in a debriefing session, asking the 
patient to reflect on their thoughts, feelings, and reactions  

during the exercise, addressing any occurred fears, and  
setting future expectations. 

Closure 
The AI-therapist acknowledges the patient’s effort,  
documents the session’s outcomes, and reminds the  

patient of the progress made. 

 
Table 2. Session guidelines and behavioral protocols of the AI-therapist. 

Aspect Description 

General Guidelines 
Emphasizes the importance of adhering to the structured  

session plan without deviations for therapeutic effectiveness. 

Role and Behavior of 
the AI-Therapist 

The AI-therapist acts with empathy and patient-centered  
focus. Guidelines include communication protocol,  
language requirements, and therapeutic background  

knowledge for anxiety management. 

VR Environment 
Highlights the significance of the VR setting, the handling  
of patient’s anxiety levels, the active inclusion of patient  

feedback, and the avoidance of generic responses. 

Technical and  
Structural Guidelines 

Outlines communication protocols, therapeutic background 
knowledge, avoidance strategies, rewards, and specific  

instructions for internal processing and session management. 
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Beneficence:  
• Trust building: The virtual agent that took on the role of the therapist was 

designed to foster trust within the patient. It resembled a female agent 
(matching gender with the patient) with a natural-sounding synthetic voice. 
Furthermore it was animated using natural looking gestures and facial ex-
pression, especially frequent smiling.  

• Bias detection: In this first prototype, no bias detection for the training date 
was implemented. While it was not possible to ensure the quality of the entire 
training data, since the system was built on top of the GPT-4 model of Ope-
nAI, which was trained on vast amounts of data, it was provided with care-
fully selected additional data on exposure therapy and the process of the spe-
cific VRET it was going to conduct. In addition, the data that was provided to 
the systems was optimized in multiple iterative testings to ensure it would 
respond in an appropriate manner.  

Risk-Avoidance:  
• Risk detection: In this first prototype, no double-secured mechanisms were 

implemented to check for symptoms that would need the therapy session to 
stop and to automatically call for help. For this prototype, this was realized 
by having the patient’s therapist sitting next to her for the entire duration of 
the session, always being able to step in, in case of self-endangerment or the 
endangerment of others.  

Autonomy:  
• Data management: In the scope of this prototype, it was not possible to im-

plement a data-management system to further protect the patient’s data. 
However the patient’s interaction with the AI-system happened completely 
anonymous since the patients name was not passed through the system. Ad-
ditionally, the OpenAI account used for the API connection was set up to not 
pass the data of the interaction onto the model’s database for training pur-
poses. 

Fairness:  
• Explainable AI: As the patient using the system was not an expert in com-

puter science, there was no technical explanation of the system’s underlying 
architecture, to avoid confusion. 

• Transparency: The patient was told she would be interacting with a modified 
version of ChatGPT via speech commands, which has been prompted to re-
liably conduct exposure therapy in VR. Furthermore, the patient was aware 
that her therapist, who was with her during the AI-controlled therapy, 
pre-tested the system and approved it being used by her. The patient was also 
briefed about the medium of VR and potential side effects that might occur, 
such as cybersickness. 

• Usability: To provide a high level of usability for the AI-controlled VRET, 
multiple measures were taken. First, the patient only needed to use two me-
chanisms of the VR controllers during the session. The remaining mechan-
isms for interacting with the virtual world were kept analogous to the real 
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world (e.g., interacting with the therapist via speech or being able to look 
around by turning their head). To further minimize the probability of cyber-
sickness, switching locations (as shown in Figure 2) was realized by telepor-
tation which was proven as usable in many previous VR applications. 

Involvement:  
• Human-centeredness: In this prototype, there was a very strong involve-

ment of the therapist in the AI-controlled VRET. The therapist was consulted 
multiple times, before and during the development of the system, to ensure 
the practicability of the final version. Additionally, the therapist pre-tested 
the whole AI-controlled VRET and then gave feedback, which was imple-
mented before the test with the actual patient. During the intervention, the 
therapist was in the same room as the patient to take the responsibility and 
act in case of emergency. In addition, the AI-controlled VRET was based on 
therapeutic standards and the prompts were designed accordingly. The pa-
tient was also involved in an early stage of prototype testing (see below). 
While the need for the therapist to be in the same room as the patient would 
cancel out the increased efficiency of AI-controlled VRET, this was only 
chosen as a security measure for the first version of the prototype.  

4.3. Preliminary Evaluation  

In a preliminary evaluation with one female patient suffering from acrophobia, 
the prototype was tested. The patient was 21 years of age and in therapy at the 
time with the therapist who had helped develop the prototype. The patient re-
ported to have no experience with VR. 

To preserve the privacy of the actual patient that tested the prototype, Figure 
3 shows a reenacted scene of a potential patient using the system. 
 

 
Figure 3. A potential patient using the prototype system, with the screen mirroring the 
patient’s view, showing the AI therapist. 
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The preliminary study took place in a laboratory under the supervision of the 
respective therapist and two of the developers of the prototype. The therapist 
informed the patient that she could interrupt the session at any time and that she 
would take full responsibility for the evaluation. Reporting to have never been in 
VR, the medium was explained to the participant, including the risks of poten-
tially occurring cybersickness. Furthermore, she was briefed about the system 
being based on AI and how she could interact with the AI-therapist and the en-
vironment. 

After the patient agreed to participating in the AI-controlled VRET, she put 
on the headset and the system was started. 

4.3.1. Events during the Evaluation of the Prototype 
After the AI-controlled VRET was started, the patient started a conversation 
with the AI-therapist in the virtual therapy room. The AI-therapist adhered to 
the previously defined rules and asked the necessary questions to ensure the pa-
tients suitability for the therapy. When asking the patient about the worst possi-
ble outcome of the therapy session, the patient mentioned the fear of experienc-
ing a panic attack. At this point the patient needed to take of the VR headset for 
a short time, to calm down. After two minutes, the patient was ready to continue 
the testing of the prototype. At the beginning of the AI-controlled VRET, the 
participant reported an anxiety value of 65%. 

In the next steps, the AI-therapist strictly followed the protocol (outlined in 
Table 1) and triggered the changes to the next scenes at the appropriate time, 
when the participant indicated to be ready for the next step. With the patient’s 
level of anxiety stagnating at 50% for the first two levels of height exposure, the 
AI-therapist asked her if she was ready to go to the rooftop, which she affirmed. 

During the different exposures of height, the AI-therapist still followed pro-
tocol and asked the patient about her emotional state, reminding her to do 
breathing-exercises to decrease her stress level. As soon as the patient reported 
her anxiety level to be below 50%, the AI-therapist ended the exposure therapy 
(with the patients consent) and conducted the post-talk with the patient in the 
therapy room. After that, the AI-therapist concluded the AI-controlled VRET 
according to the predefined structure shown in Table 1. 

4.3.2. Results of the Patient’s Evaluation of the System 
To assess how the system was received in terms of the previously defined catego-
ries, a short questionnaire was handed to the patient. Additionally, her com-
ments about the experience were transcribed to gather information about how to 
further improve the system. 

Results of the questionnaire: In the evaluation of VRET session, the patient 
provided feedback to 20 questions on a 9-point Likert scale, where a score of 1 
indicates strong disagreement and a score of 9 indicates strong agreement. Table 
3 shows the questions as well as the respective outcomes. The outcomes were as 
follows. 
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Table 3. Patient’s evaluation of the AI-controlled VRET. 

Statements Patient’s agreement (1 - 9) 

My expectations of the therapy sessions were met.  

The virtual environment felt very realistic.  

I felt deeply involved in the virtual world.  

It was easy for me to engage with the given scenario.  

The virtual environment was appropriate for the  
depicted therapy session.  

I had emotional or physical reactions during the  
therapy.  

The control and interaction in the VR environment 
were simple.  

I felt safe and self-determined at all times.  

My overall evaluation of the VR exposure therapy  
is positive.  

The communication with the therapist contributed  
to me feeling safe and supported during the session.  

The therapist and I were able to communicate well  
at all times.  

I perceived the conversation with the therapist as  
natural.  

The advice given to me by the therapist during the 
session was already familiar to me from previous  

sessions. 
 

I would use the service again.  

I would recommend this service to a friend if they  
are facing a similar challenge.  

The AI therapist seemed human.  

The AI therapist seemed empathetic.  

The AI therapist seemed intelligent.  

The AI therapist seemed friendly.  

The AI therapist seemed competent.  

 
The patient felt that her expectations of the therapy sessions were adequately 

met with a score of 7. The virtual environment was reported to be very realistic, 
also receiving a score of 7. In terms of immersion, the patient felt deeply in-
volved in the VR, yielding a high score of 9. However, ease of engagement with 
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the given scenario was rated lower, with a score of 4, suggesting some challenges 
in scenario assimilation. The appropriateness of the VR environment for the 
therapy session was highly regarded, with a score of 8. Emotional or physical 
reactions during the therapy were moderately experienced, indicated by a score 
of 6. The simplicity of control and interaction within the VR environment was 
well-received, scoring an 8. The sense of safety and self-determination fluc-
tuated, reflected in a score of 5. The patient’s overall assessment of the VR ex-
posure therapy was positive, earning a score of 7. 

The efficacy of the communication with the therapist in contributing to the 
patient’s feelings of safety and support during the session was scored a 7. Clear 
communication with the therapist was rated lower, at a 3, pointing to potential 
communication barriers. The naturalness of the conversation with the therapist 
was perceived positively, with a score of 7. Advice provided by the therapist, 
which was already known from previous sessions, was scored a 7. The patient 
indicated a strong agreement to reuse the service (score of 7) and to recommend 
it to friend facing a similar challenge (score of 9). The anthropomorphic quali-
ties attributed to the AI-therapist were mixed, with human likeness and empathy 
rated low at 3, whereas perceived intelligence and competence were rated higher 
at 7. The friendliness of the AI-therapist was notably high with a score of 9, sug-
gesting a warm and welcoming interaction. 

Patient’s comments: After the VRET, the patient told her therapist, she was 
“very nervous at the beginning” and when she had to pause, she “almost had a 
panic attack”. “Especially at the beginning, I just wanted to get away”. 

She also reported that she feels “so much more relaxed now compared to be-
fore the session”, it is “comparable to when I have a session with you” (her the-
rapist). The patient also said that she would now “feel much more secure the 
second time in the VR, as I know what to expect, i.e. I assume that my anxiety 
would go down much faster”. 

It would have helped the patient “if the therapist had done breathing exercises 
or skills to reduce the anxiety” instead of just telling her to do these exercises. 
She also felt the AI-therapist gave her almost a bit too much validation. 

The patient did not necessarily need the AI-therapist as an embodied AI in 
virtual reality; her voice would also be sufficient, which might even be better for 
her so that she would not be so distracted. 

5. Discussion and Future Work 

The need for psychotherapy is very high and the lack of care causes a lot of suf-
fering and high costs [1] [4] [5]. Technical innovations can support the supply 
[2]. VR therapy is already being used successfully in anxiety therapy to support 
exposure sessions [6] [7] [23]. Nevertheless, the therapist remains a bottleneck in 
the supply chain. Conversational AI opens up new possibilities here to really re-
lieve the burden, which triggers current statements of ethics councils and inten-
sive discussions on ethical principles for the use of AI in psychotherapy [8]. 
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What is missing, however, is an interdisciplinary link to connect the ethical re-
quirements directly with the technical potential and make them measurable in 
terms of the development outcome. In addition, there is no link between existing 
technical support systems such as VR and new possibilities offered by AI. The 
current paper closes these research gaps by translating ethical principles of the 
use of AI in psychotherapy directly into technical requirements and making 
them measurable. Building on this, it presents the development of a fully auto-
mated exposure session for a fear of heights treatment. The exposure takes place 
in VR and is guided by a conversational AI based on GPT-4. The development 
was done iteratively with a psychotherapist and the prototype was tested and 
evaluated by an anxiety patient. 

5.1. Translation of Ethical into Technical Requirements  

We have examined the overlaps between ethical principles from different 
sources and summarized them in five main categories: beneficence, risk avoid-
ance, autonomy, fairness, and involvement. We outlined the principles, includ-
ing the corresponding potentials and risks, and derived specific requirements for 
technical implementations. Thus, a main contribution of the present work is the 
clear presentation (Figure 1) and interdisciplinary linking, which can also serve 
as a guideline for future developments in the field. While completely fulfilling 
these technical requirements when developing autonomous AI systems in the-
rapeutic contexts is still a major challenge, defining them is an important step 
towards the goal of responsible integration of AI in the context of mental health, 
helping developers to rely on specific concepts instead of general ethical prin-
ciples. 

5.2. Fulfilment of the Requirements and Patient’s Feedback 

In the preliminary implementation of an AI-therapist-controlled VRET to treat 
acrophobia, these requirements were adhered to, to the degree possible, to eva-
luate the feasibility of this concept at the current state of the art. While in this 
early prototype some of the requirements (e.g., risk detection) were met by hav-
ing the patient’s therapist sitting in the same room, others were already met 
during the development of the prototype (e.g., trust building, usability, hu-
man-centeredness). 

The patient’s feedback after doing a VRET session with the AI-therapist gave 
additional insights of the requirements for an AI-controlled VRET. 

In the evaluation of AI-controlled VRET, certain aspects were particularly 
well-received, while others highlighted areas for improvement. The patient was 
very satisfied with the realism of the virtual environment (rating of 7), their in-
volvement in the virtual world (rating of 9), and the appropriateness of the vir-
tual environment for therapy sessions (rating of 8). These positive evaluations 
underscore the well researched potential of VR technologies to create immersive 
and relevant therapeutic contexts, which could enhance patient engagement and 
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treatment efficacy. Additionally, the high willingness to recommend the service 
to a friend (rating of 9) and the positive overall evaluation of the VRET (rating 
of 7) suggest a strong acceptance among the patient, indicating that AI-controlled 
VRET could be a viable supplement to human-controlled VRET. Also, the pa-
tient’s comment to her therapist after the intervention, reporting similar feelings 
as after a regular therapy session, reveals the high potential of the AI-controlled 
VRET, even at the stage of this early prototype. 

Conversely, the communication with the AI therapist was rated lower, espe-
cially in terms of perceived naturalness (rating of 3), empathy (rating of 3), and 
human-likeness (rating of 3). These aspects are critical for establishing a thera-
peutic alliance, which is a known factor for the success of psycho-therapeutic in-
terventions and one sub-aspect of the principle of beneficence [8]. The lower 
scores in these areas highlight the need for further development in AI’s ability to 
simulate human-like interactions, empathy, and intelligence in therapeutic set-
tings. The patient’s comments after the intervention also revealed that in case the 
implementation of the embodied AI-therapist is not improved, a non-embodied 
version implementing voice output only might be a better alternative indicating 
the importance of the congruence between AI behavior and environment [62] 
[63]. 

5.3. Limitations and Future Work 

The findings suggest that the AI components, particularly those involved in si-
mulating therapist-patient interactions, require enhancements. Future imple-
mentations should focus on improving the AI’s conversational capabilities, emo-
tional intelligence, and ability to mimic human therapeutic techniques. This 
would not only improve patient satisfaction but could also enhance the thera-
peutic outcomes of AI-controlled VRETs. As VR technology continues to evolve, 
incorporating advanced AI that can more accurately simulate human therapists 
will be crucial in expanding the acceptability and effectiveness of AI-controlled 
VRET. Since the (long-term) relationship between the therapist and the patient 
has been shown to have a strong impact on the success of the therapy, this needs 
to be considered when developing AI-based VRET for repeated use [8]. It has to 
be ensured that the generative AI used has a large enough context window to 
remember what happened in previous sessions and to seamlessly build on past 
experiences with every patient. 

In addition to these improvements, the AI-controlled VRET should also be 
enhanced by utilizing more data than just the patient’s verbal output. To com-
pensate for the lack of inter-personal sensitivity, the system should analyze every 
possible input to understand the patient’s emotional state. This could include 
data about their heart rate and skin conductivity (using a cardio-tachometer or 
smartwatch [64]), facial expressions, eye tracking and gestures (using the fea-
tures of modern VR headsets [65]), as well as the tonal characteristics of their 
voice rather than just the semantic meaning of their words (using algorithms to 
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analyze the emotion of speech [66]). 
Future iterations of the prototype’s implementation should also investigate its 

suitability to treat other anxiety disorders, such as arachnophobia (fear of spid-
ers) or claustrophobia (fear of confined spaces). Given the extensive research on 
the effectiveness of VRET in treating these phobias [2], it is very likely for them 
to be potentially reduced using AI-controlled VRET.  

To improve the automatic risk detection in future systems, the AI-controlled 
VRET system could be appended by either a rule-based algorithm or a second 
AI-system to detect possible harmful behaviour and subsequently either stop the 
intervention or contact a mental health professional to prevent self-endangerment 
or endangerment of others. In addition, the actual application should be inte-
grated into the therapy ecosystem. It should therefore become clearer how the 
results are communicated to the therapist or how the AI assistant can recognize 
the therapist in emergencies. To ensure the appropriate integration of ethical 
guidelines in an AI-based psychotherapy, developers should not only conti-
nuously work closely with therapists and patients, but also with ethic experts, as 
outlined by McLennan et al. [67].  

6. Conclusion 

This paper appends to the current state of the art in VRET and early implemen-
tations of AI in psychotherapy by analysing ethical guidelines for autonomous 
AI-controlled psychotherapy and deriving technical requirements from them. In 
addition, it presents the first prototype of AI-controlled VRET for the treatment 
of acrophobia and reports the results of a preliminary evaluation of the system 
with a patient suffering from acrophobia. The technical requirements derived 
from the ethical guidelines pave the way for future responsible implementations 
of AI-controlled therapy by providing specific instructions to the developers, 
without them having to deal with abstract ethical concepts. Furthermore, the 
preliminary evaluation of the AI-controlled VRET prototype gives valuable in-
sights into the practical challenges that arise when implementing such systems. 
These findings deliver a meaningful contribution to the gradual improvement of 
treating mental disorders by optimizing efficiency and making the treatment 
more accessible. 
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